
Increase property value and lease rates, by connecting PAXIO fiber to your property. Giving your property an edge over the competition.

Future Proof your property with fiber optic internet that has virtually unlimited bandwidth capability. Use existing building infrastructure (speeds up to 1 Gigabit per second) or install fiber directly to each suite (current speeds up to 10 Gigabits per second). Copper is reaching its bandwidth limitations. Fiber is the future.

Dedicated Fiber Connection to each suite. Each business suite will have their own connection and dedicated bandwidth, meaning they won’t have to worry about sharing their internet with any other business in the building.

Free Installation to get the building connected. A dedicated fiber optic cable will be professionally installed directly into your building at no cost to you.

Higher Quality Tenants leads to lower turnover. With dedicated fiber internet from PAXIO tenants won’t have to worry about sharing their connection with other suites.

PAXIO, Inc., a leader in high-speed fiber optic networks, delivers fiber-to-the-home and fiber-to-the-premise internet and technology solutions to residential and commercial businesses in the San Francisco Bay Area, CA. Since 2003, PAXIO has been dedicated to providing state-of-the-art fiber optic networks to their customers, setting the new standard for internet connectivity. PAXIO enables home users to get online 100 times faster than standard services, allowing them to take advantage of the latest offerings on the Internet. PAXIO’s enterprise and small business services provides organizations faster data connections than ever before, ensuring they stay ahead of the curve and meet their technology needs for today and the future. For more information on PAXIO, please visit www.paxio.com.
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